
 

 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) included health care co-operatives (Co-Ops) as a market-based 

solution as an alternative to the initially proposed government run “public option.” Healthcare Co-Ops are non-profit market-

based health insurance organizations that are owned mutually by the consumers.  

Cooperatives have a history in the insurance industry as “mutuals,” with Mutual of Omaha and Northwestern Mutual Life 

some of the better known insurance cooperatives. Healthcare Co-Ops were commonly used in the 1930s and 1940 through the 

Farm Security Administration (FSA), however nearly all of these became defunct by the late 1940s after the FSA withdrew their 

support and as more people turned to stakeholder-owned or non-profit health based insurance companies. With the passage of 

PPACA, Co-Ops are beginning to see resurgence as an alternative insurance model, as a means to control cost, inject 

competition, and allow consumers to be more directly involved in their health plans. 

While there are roughly 1,300 insurers in the United States, some state health insurance markets are far from competitive.  There 

are many areas of the country where only one or two insurers are active in local markets or even in a few isolated cases, entire 

states. This allows certain insurers to effectively control the market and use economies of scale to set prices without regulation 

or competition. However, acting as local monopolies or oligopolies they also drive away competition.  Proponents of Co-Ops 

believe they could bring real competition to local insurance markets, give local consumers access to more options, and drive 

down costs through competition. 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has provided as much as $3.4 billion in initial start-up investment 

capital through low interest loans to healthcare cooperatives. Once established, they are able to run as completely independent 

health insurance companies with oversight by their consumer-owners, rather than the government. From there, the Co-Ops 

negotiate contracts with local doctors and hospitals and gradually obtain increasing market-share to compete with other 

insurers. 

Cooperatives are encouraged to apply for start-up loans through HHS. So far, two rounds of applications have been reviewed, 

with deadlines in October 2011 and January 2012.  HHS will hold quarterly application deadlines through December 31, 2012.   

In February of 2012, HHS announced its first funding of about $639 million in low- and no-interest loans for seven Co-Op 

groups in eight states, and more loan announcements are expected soon. 

Co-Ops may apply for either a start-up loan to assist with start-up activities, or a solvency loans to assist with state reserve 

requirements. Start-up loans must be repaid within five years and solvency loans must be repaid with interest within 15 years. 

To apply, a co-op must first incorporate as a nonprofit or public benefit member organization under its state incorporation laws, 

but is not required to organize as cooperatives under existing state law. 

A final rule on healthcare Co-Ops was released on December 8, 2011 which explained eligibility for funding. Requirements for 

funding include: companies that had previously sold insurance will be ineligible for start-up loans, organizations that receive 

25% or more of their funding from pre-existing issuers and agents will be ineligible, a Co-OP may receive other public funding 

as long as that funding doesn’t contribute to more than 40% of its total funding, and Co-Ops in multiple states must establish a 

state of domicile for licensing purposes. 

Healthcare Co-Ops will need to be operational by 2014 and must be available on the Health Care Exchanges with a focus on 

individual and small-group (<100 employee) markets. Co-Ops will be able to use the exchanges as vehicles for selling plans to 

consumers and hopefully gain enough consumers to be competitive with larger insurers 
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